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Subjecting us to more toxic nuclear energy in a post Fukushima World?

Haven't we learned anything from the devastation that resulted from the reckless planning
that went into not only building the Nuclear plant in Fukushima but the clean up process for
a accident/meltdown as well? As I type a steady flow of radioactive toxic water is released
into the Pacific ocean and the world stands by helpless! We can build the best bombs and
weapons in the world but we can NOT contain nor sufficiently clean up from a nuclear accident
or a deep water well blow out!
Your agency exhibits a blatant disregard for the sanctity of millions of lives and the
survival of the planet at large!
Your recent decision to give tentative approval for two new reactors along the shores of
Biscayne Bay via their Draft Environmental Impact Statement is Reprehensible!
It is unconscionable for you to waste our hard earned taxpayer dollars on toxic nuclear next
to not just a precious ecosystem, Biscayne Bay and the Everglades, but an urban area where
millions reside in an area prone to catastrophic damage from monstrous hurricanes! And our
history with hurricanes has proven how difficult it is too evacuate such a heavily populated
area during hurricane season when we are for the most part prepared, let alone the chaos that
would ensue on the limited escape routes headed north in the event of a nuclear meltdown.
And it is shocking that the powers that be never even considered alternative energy such as
Solar!
It is long past time to make he Sunshine State the Solar Power State!
Tammy Lettieri
TammyLettieri@aol.com
2500 SW 15 st
Deerfield Beach, Fl
33442
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